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1. INTRODUCTION: 

To ensure high performance of technological and physico-mechanical properties of lightweight concrete on 

artificial porous aggregates, it is necessary to ensure as low as possible the viscosity of the cement mixture, its work 

ability and acceleration of hardening after molding the product. To this end, it is effective to use super plasticizing 

additives with an accelerating effect on the cement hardening process. Such additives are the joint venture “Relamiks”, 

adopted by us in the performance of this research work.  

 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Therefore, we carried out studies on the effect of joint ventures on the properties of cement binder lightweight 

concrete with porous filler of quartz porphyry and carbonized clay. For researches adopted cement CEM-II whtich 

produced by Ahangaran cement plant. The dosage of the additive “Relamiks” was adopted for 0.6-1.1 % of the mass of 

cement per dry matter. For this, a 35 % aqueous solution of the additive was prepared and introduced through the mixing 

water during the preparation of the cement mixture [1,2]. 

  

3. MATERIALS:             
Studies have shown that the addition of the joint venture has the greater effect on the water demand and the setting 

time of cement, the higher its dosage. The results of determining the water requirement of the cement paste of normal 

thickness and setting time are presented in table-1. 

Analysis of the data in Table 1 shows that with the addition of 0.6-1.1 %, the water demand for cement decreases 

by 12-23 %, the beginning of setting increases by 10-65 minutes, and the end is reduced by 20-110 minutes. In order to 

determine the effect of the additive on the process of structure formation of the binder, we studied the kinetics of plastic 

strength of the cement paste of normal thickness at the dosage of the additive of 0.9-1 % (fig. 1). On the plastogram for 

3 hours of hydration, there is a flat area corresponding to the formation of a coagulation structure. Then the plastic 

strength kinetics curve goes up steeply, which is explained by the formation of the crystallization structure of the cement 

stone. During the period of hardening of the structure, the cement dough loses its ability to thixotropic recovery. At the 

same time, due to the superplasticizing effect of the additive, the coagulation period is increased by 60 minutes, and the 

accelerating effect reduces the crystallization period of hardening by 95 minutes. At a dosage of the additive of 1.0 %, 

the value of the plastic strength (m) of the cement paste is increased by 36 %.  

 

Table 1. Influence of dosage of joint venture on water demand and terms cement hardening 

 

Dosage supplements 

SP 

Water demand,% Setting time, h-min 

Start end 

0 100 1-40 8-35 

Abstract: The article shows the effect of superplasticizer "Relamiks" on the properties of cement. 
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0,6 88 1-50 8-15 

0,7 85 2-10 8-00 

0,8 83 2-20 7-35 

0,9 80 2-30 7-20 

1,0 78 2-40 7-00 

1,1 77 2-45 6-45 

 

4. METHOD: 

Thus, an increase in the coagulation duration and a reduction in the crystallization periods of hardening of the 

cement should positively affect the viscosity and workability of the lightweight concrete mixture and the acceleration 

of concrete strength in the early stages. 

The reduction of the viscosity of the cement mixture is facilitated by the introduction of an additive in the joint 

venture, which prevents the formation of strong contacts between anisometric particles in the process of vibration 

exposure, which make up cement mortars and concrete [4, 5]. 

 
Fig.1. Kinetics of plastic strength of cement paste 

normal density: 1 - with the addition of 1 % SP; 2 - without additives. 

 

 
Fig.2. Dependence of viscosity of cement mixture on the content of the additive 
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5. DISCUSSION: 

The most effective management of the process of structure formation at its initial stages, during the period of 

prevalence in the systems of coagulation type structures. It was during this period that the structure properties basically 

determine the density and homogeneity of the final concrete structure after the completion of phase transitions 

(crystallization) [3]. 

To study the viscosity of the cement mixture with the addition of the joint venture and without it, we used a 

rotational viscometer. In order to maximally destroy the structure of the cement paste or cement-sand mortar, it is 

necessary to apply a stress corresponding to the ultimate shear stress of the destroyed structure. On this device, the 

maximum shear rate, respectively, are: 21.10-2 m/s; 29.10-2 m/s and 32.10-2  m/s. Analysis of the experimental data (fig. 

2) showed that the additive "Relamiks" significantly reduces the viscosity of the cement mixture. So, when dosing the 

joint venture from 0.6 to 1.1 %, the viscosity of the intact structure decreased by 3,2-4,7 times. The results of determining 

the degree of hydration by different methods are given in table 2. 

As can be seen from the data of table 2, the values of the degree of hydration obtained by the two methods do 

not coincide. The degree of hydration of the cement stone without the additive with W/C = 0,27 is lower than the degree 

of hydration of the cement stone with the addition of SP, which indicates its positive effect on the acceleration of the 

hydration of the cement stone. 

 

Table 2. The degree of hydration of cement stone 

 

Object of study Degree of hydration , % 

differential thermal 

analysis 

X-ray phase analysis 

Cement stone without the addition of W/C = 0.27 73,3 80,9 

Cement stone with the addition of SP (1.0%) 

W/C = 0.27 

82,1 87,3 

 

6. SUMMARY: 

Thus, it has been established that the presence of a JV additive in a cement stone does not lead to any changes in 

the chemical composition of the neoplasms. The addition of the joint venture “Relamiks” reduces the water requirement 

of the binder, thereby reducing the number and size of coarse-grained blocks of secondary portlandite, hydroaluminous 

ferrites and hydrosulfuric calcium ferrite in the microstructure of the cement stone with a simultaneous increase in the 

specific amount of calcium hydrosilicate, which leads to an increase in the strength of the cement stone. 
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